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(this opening title is deleted on some recent prints but not the two
disc restored dvd edition)

Barry Crocker

Barry Humphries

The Adventures of Barry McKenzie

guest artists

Dick Bentley

Peter Cook

Avice Landon

Spike Milligan
Dennis Price

and

Joan Bakewell

with

Paul Bertram
as “Curly”

music
Peter Best
arranged by
Peter Jones and Peter Best

editing
John Scott
William Anderson

lighting cameraman
Don McAlpine

camera operator
Gale Tattersall

sound
Tony Hide

boom operator
David John

production design
John Stoddart

graphic design
Barry and Gillian Tomblin
Based on the “Barry McKenzie” comic strip written by Barry Humphries with drawings by Nicholas Garland, as published in “Private Eye” from an idea by Peter Cook.

producer
Phillip Adams

director
Bruce Beresford

(Neither head nor tail credits provide a conventional cast list):

Barry Crocker  Barry McKenzie
Barry Humphries  Aunt Edna
               Hoot
               Meyer de Lamphrey
Peter Cook  Dominic
Spike Milligan  Landlord
Dick Bentley  Detective
Dennis Price  Mr. Gort
Julie Covington  Blanche
Avice Landon  Mrs Gort
Joan Bakewell  Herself
Paul Bertram  Curly
Mary Anne Severne  Lesley
Jonathan Hardy  Groove Courtenay
Jenny Tomasin  Sarah Gort
Chris Malcolm  Sean
Judith Furse  Claude
Maria O'Brien  Caroline Thighs
John Joyce  Maurie Miller
Margo Lloyd  Mrs. McKenzie
Wilfred Grove  Customs officer
Bernard Spear  Taxi-driver
Brian Tapply  Avant-garde composer
John Clarke  
Underground film-maker  
William Rushton  
Man on plane